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$1. INTRODUCTION 
THE MAIN purpose of this paper is to give a necessary and sufficient condition for a closed smooth 
manifold to be the fixed point set of a smooth map of finite period on euclidean space. We show 
THEOREM A. A closed smooth n-manifold M is the fixed point set of a smooth action on 
euclidean space of some finite cyclic group Z, if and only if the tangent bundle of M stably admits 
a complex structure. 
If r above were a prime power then P. A. Smith theory would say that M must be Z-acyclic 
and hence be non-compact or just one point. In [61 P. E. Conner and E. E. Floyd first constructed 
examples of Z, actions on euclidean space with no fixed points. G. E. Bredon[3, pp. 58-621 has 
observed that their construction generalizes to produce actions with non-compact fixed point set 
of any finite homotopy type. Thus our contribution is to determine what compact manifolds can 
occur, answering a question of Smith[7, p. 4121. 
As a by-product of our work we also show 
THEOREM B. If r is an integer which is not a prime power, then there is a smooth action of Z, on 
euclidean space with two isolated fixed points at which the induced representations of Z, are 
inequivalent. 
To our knowledge these are the first examples of smooth actions on euclidean space with fixed 
points at which the induced representations are different. 
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows: In 02 we collect together afew needed 
facts from K-theory and equivariant K-theory; in 03 we derive the necessary condition in 
Theorem A; in 44 we prove a general theorem about equivariant handle addition below the 
middle dimension; in §S we complete the proof of Theorem A; and in 96 we prove Theorem B. 
We thank G. E. Bredon for his helpful criticism of an earlier draft of this paper. The first 
author was supported in part by NSF grant GP36418Xl at the Institute for Advanced Study, 
Princeton, and the second by the NSF and the Sloan Foundation. 
82. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a finite complex. We use the standard notations K(X) and KO(X) for the unitary 
and orthogonal K-theories. Also Z?(X) and m(X) denote the cokemels of the homomorphisms 
K (point) --) K(X) and KO(point) + X0(X) induced by the constant map X + point. If X is a 
non-finite complex we simply define B(X) = [X; BU] and E(X) = [X; BOI, where BU and BO 
are, respectively, the classifying spaces of the stable unitary and orthogonal groups. If X is a 
compact G-space then J&(X) denotes the unitary equivariant K-theory of X. References [l], [2], 
and [3, VI. 101 provide sufficient background for the facts we shall need. 
There is a natural map 
f: K(X)+ EI(X) 
which forgets the complex structure on a bundle and is induced by a map of classifying spaces 
BU + BO. An element of a(X) is stably complex if it lies in Image cf). A smooth manifold M 
is stably complex if its tangent bundle 7M E I%(M) is. 
The coefficient ring for KG-theory is KG(point) = R(G), the complex representation ring of G. 
If X is a G-space, then the G-map X + point induces a homomorphism R(G) + Kc(X), so that 
any complex representation of G determines a G-bundle over X. 
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For G = Z,, the cyclic group of order r, we can identify 
R(G) = Z[tl/(l- t’), 
where t corresponds to multiplication by eZsi” in C. If G = G, x G2, then R(G) = 
R (G,) @z R (Gz). 
If G acts trivially on X then J&(X) = K(X) az R(G), so that for G = Z,, any element 
e E KG(X) can be written as :$ & @ t ‘, where each 4 E K(X). 
Let E be a universal G-space, i.e. a contractible G-complex on which G acts freely. For 
G = Z, we shall identify E as the infinite sphere S” = U Szk-’ with standard compatible actions 
on each S*‘-‘. Let B* = S**-‘. The projections Ek -+ point induce the maps 
(rk: R(Z,)+ Kz,(Ek) and Atiyah[l, p. 2051 (cf. [3, p. 3571) has calculated that ak is WjeCtiVe and 
that 
kerar =(l--t)‘B(Zr). 
Thus we have 
Kz,(Ek) = R(Z,)/(l- t)“. (2.1) 
33. THE NECESSARY CONDITION IN THEOREM A 
LEMMA (3.1). Let G be a finite group of odd order and let W be a smooth G-manifold. Then the 
normal bundle of the fixed point set WG in W has a complex structure. 
Proof. Since G has odd order it is solvable by the well-known Feit-Thompson theorem. 
Therefore an obvious induction on G shows that it suffices to consider the case when G is cyclic 
of prime order. But in this form the result is due to Conner and Floyd[S, 38.31. 0 
The necessary condition of Theorem A is a special case of the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION (3.2). Let G be a finite group with a normal 2-Sylow subgroup and let W be a 
smooth G-manifold satisfying I?*( W; Z2) = 0. Then the fixed point set WG is a stably complex 
manifold. 
Proof. First we observe that for any finite-dimensional CW complex X satisfying 
A*(X; Z,) = 0, the forgetful map 
f: R(X)+ IzqX) 
is surjective. To see this, first note that Image cf) > 2fi(X), since fc = 2, where 
c : Ia --, R(X) 
is complexification. 
We claim that m(X) = [X; BO] is 2-divisible (i.e. every element is divisible by 2): Let 
. ..-.Bk+,+Bk+...+ B,+B,,=point 
be the Postnikov tower[8, pp. 44Off.l for BO, where each Bk is an H-space and the fiber Fk of 
+ B, is the Eilenberg-MacLane space X(rk+,(BO), k + 1). Since X is finite-dimensional 
$‘BG] = [X. Bk] for sufficiently large k. We argue by induction that each [X; Bk] is 2-divisible. 
No’w [X; Bo] 10 is trivially 2-divisible; suppose [X; Bk] is. There is an exact sequence of abelian 
groups 
[X; Fk] + [x; Bt+,ld [x; Bkl. 
Since Fk = K(m+,(BG), k + l), [X; Fk] = H““(X; rk+,(BO)) which is 2-divisible since 
fi*(X; Z,) = 0 implies that fi*(X; Z) is t-divisible. Thus [X; Bk+,] is caught between 2-divisible 
terms in an exact sequence and must be 2-divisible also. 
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This shows that 
KO(X) = 2&j(X) C Image cf), 
as desired. 
To complete the proof let G2 be the normal 2-Sylow subgroup of G. Then by Smith theory, 
A*( WG2; Z,) = 0, so W” is stably complex. Now G/G, is a finite group of odd order acting on 
WGz with fixed point set precisely WC. By (3.1) WC has a complex normal bundle in WG2, a 
stably complex manifold. Thus WG must itself be stably complex. 0 
04. EQUIVARIANT HANDLE ADDITION 
Let G be a finite abelian group and let X be a countable, finite-dimensionai, G-CW 
complex-that is, X is built up by adding “G-cells” of the form G/H x D” attached via 
equivariant maps of G/H x S’“-‘, where G acts in the obvious way in the first factor only. 
Suppose that the fixed point set XG is a closed, connected, smooth n-manifold M. The main 
result of this section gives a criterion for when there is a smooth G-manifold W of the 
G-homotopy type of X with WG = M. 
THEOREM (4.1). There is a smooth G-manifold W 3 M with WG = M and a G-homotopy 
equivalence f: W + X extending the identity on M if and only if there is a G-bundle 5 over X such 
that the fixed subbundle of ,$lM, Fix (G, [IM), is stably equivalent to the tangent bundle TM. 
We first deal with a very special case of the construction of the W in (4.1). 
LEMMA (4.2). Let V be a free G-manifold of dimension v > 2m and let X be obtained by adding 
an equivariant m-cell G x D” via an equivariant map CY: G x Sm-’ --) aV. Let 5 be a G-bundle 
overX such that 51 V is stably equivalent to rv as a G-bundle. Then there is a G-manifold W 3 V 
of dimension v and a G-homotopy equivalence f: W + X extending the inclusion on V such that 
f*[ is stably equivalent to rw as a G-bundle. 
Proof of (4.2). Apply Wall’s description of surgery below the middle dimension [ 10, ppO 8-l 11 
to the induced inclusion V/G + X/G using the quotient bundles 7(V/G) = r(V)/G and t/G. 
Thus we obtain, by adding a single handle, a manifold W* and a homotopy equivalence 
h : W* + X/G such that h *(t/G) = T( W*). Covering space theory now provides a G-manifold 
W on which G acts by covering translations and an equivariant homotopy equivalence f: W --* X 
such that f*& = 7w stably as G-bundles. il 
Proof of (4.1). If such a manifold W exists, choose a G-homotopy equivalence h: X-+ W 
which is the identity on M. Then let 5 = h*rwa Clearly t/M = h*(Tw(M) and Fix (G, t/M) = 
h* Fix (G, TRIM) = h*r,,, = rM. 
The idea of the proof of the converse is to build W and f inductively by adding handles 
equivariantly. 
If H is a subgroup of G let E(,$IM)H denote the subspace of the total space E([)M) of t[M 
which is pointwise fixed by H and let E(,$jM)‘n’ denote the (open) subspace of E(,$IM)H 
consisting of points which have isotropy group precisely H. Note that by adding a suitable 
representation to 5 we may assume that 
dim E(t(M)H > 2 dim X 
and that the codimension of E(tIM)H - E(tIM)‘W’ in E(tlM)” is also greater than 2 dim X for 
all subgroups H si G. (Actually we shall only need this condition satisfied for those H which 
appear as isotropy groups in X.) For example, add on the direct sum of 2 dim X + 1 copies of the 
regular epresentation of G given by the real group algebra R[G]. This has the desired result since 
for any H < G there is a point u E R[G] with isotropy group H, so that if H Z K c G, then 
dim RIGIH 2 dim RIGIK + 1. 
Now let M =X0 C X, C . . . be a filtration of X by invariant subcomplexes uch that 
X = U Xk and Xk+l is obtained from Xk by adding just one cell and its translates under the group 
action. 
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We construct inductively a sequence WO C WI C Wz C . . . of compact G-manifolds (all of 
the same dimension) and equivariant maps 8: W, + X, satisfying the following properties for 
each k 20: 
[k,] W,O = M. 
[k&: Wk +X, is a G-homotopy equivalence such that fklM = id and XI Wk-, =fk_, for 
k 2 1. 
[k,] For each subgroup H < G (&I W,“)* Fix (H; 5)X,“> = T~,H stably as G-bundles. (Note 
the case H = {e}.) 
[k4] For each subgroup H < G G] Wk”)* Fix’ (H; 51X,“) is precisely equivalent o the 
equivariant normal bundle of WkH in W as G-bundles, where Fix’(H; 5(X,“) is a G-invariant 
complement of the G-invariant subbundle Fix (H; ,$1X,“) in .$1X,“; 
[ks] W,-, C int W, for k L 1. 
Once such a sequence has been constructed the proof is completed by setting W = limit Wk 
and defining f: W --, X by f = limit f*. 
To begin the inductive construction, let W, be the invariant disk bundle of Fix’( G ; (1 M) and 
let fO: WO+ X0 be the bundle projection. Clearly properties [OJ-[OS] hold. 
Suppose that we have constructed Wk and h: W, + Xr. satisfying [k,]-[ks]. 
First replace Wk by WL, Wk plus an equivariant boundary collar aW, x Z, and fk by f;, X 
preceded by the obvious equivariant retraction of aWk x Z onto aW,. This insures property 
[(k + lhl. 
Now X,,, = X, U, (G/H x 0”) where G acts only in the first factor of G/H x D” in the 
obvious way, and a : G/H x S”-’ +X, is an equivariant map. Clearly, up to G-homotopy 
equivalence we may assume that Xk = WL and that fk is the identity, so that Xkc, is obtained from 
W; by adding G/H X D” to WL via an equivariant map a: G/H x Sm-’ + Wk. Necessarily 
a(G/H x Sm-‘) C (WLJ”. However, ageneral position argument applied to al(eH x S’“-‘) shows 
that we may assume that a is a smooth equivariant embedding G/H x S”-’ + (3 WL)‘“‘. 
Now G/H acts freely on (WL)‘“’ and on X’,“,: and there is an induced inclusion 
( w g’“’ + Xi?,. Moreover, Fix(H; ,$)X’,“,\) is a G-bundle, and also a G/H-bundle, whose 
restriction to ( WQcH) is stably T(~~(H’ by [k,], since WL’“’ is an open submanifold of ( WL)". 
Therefore, by (3.2), we obtain a free G/H-manifold (W;,,)‘“’ 3 (WL)‘“’ and a G/H-homotopy 
equivalence (which is also a G-homotopy equivalence) fi?,: (WL+,)‘“‘+ X’,“,: such that 
cf%)*(& = T(Wk+,) (H) and fir?, is the identity on (W$H). 
Now the normal bundle v(( WL)“, WIJ is the G-bundle Fix’(H, 51 W$’ by [k4.] Therefore we 
form W,,, by thickening the handles in (WL+,)” - (WL)” by the invariant disk bundle of the 
pullback (fi?,)*(Fix’(H; 5(Xr+,). Since the latter is a G-bundle it provides an action of G on the 
thickened handles. It is now easy to define f k+, on Wktl and to verify that properties 
[(k + l),] -[(k + 1)5] hold. 0 
Remark (4.3). If 5 is the initially given G-bundle over X, then the construction shows that 
there is a representation p of G, such that the representation at any x E M induced by the 
constructed action on W is given by Fix’(G; ,$1x) @ p. 
For use in later sections we point out a case when the proof of (4.1) works without assuming 
that the fixed point set M is connected. 
Suppose that M =LMi, a finite disjoint union of connected closed n-manifolds Mi. Let 
X > M and 5 over X be given as before so that Fix (G, 5jM) is stably equivalent o TV. 
ADDENDUM (4.4). Zf for each subgroup H of G which appears as an isotropy group on X, 
dim Fix(H, t]Mr) is the same for each component Mi of M, then there is a smooth G-manifold W 
such that Wa = M and a G-homotopy equivalence f: W + X such that f*.$ = rW stably as 
G-bundles. 0 
One example of this situation is when .$lM = 5 @ p for a bundle 5 over M and a 
representation p of G. 
COROLLARY (4.5). Zf in addition to the hypotheses of (4.1) or (4.4) one assumes that X is an 
infinite contractible complex, then M is the fixed point set of a smooth action of G on euclidean 
space. 
Proof. The W constructed in the proof of (4.1) (or, more generally, (4.4)) will necessarily be a 
contractible open manifold. Let V be a representation space of G with the origin as the only fixed 
point, so that dim (W x V) 2 6. Then W x V is a contractible open manifold with a smooth G 
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action and fixed point set M. Moreover, W X V is simply connected at infinity, and hence 
diffeomorphic to euclidean space by [9]. 0 
Remark. Actually (4.1) holds for an arbitrary finite group G, but the proof is more 
complicated. 
65.THE NECESSARY CONDITION IN THEOREM A IS SUFFICIENT 
We apply the results of 04 to finish the proof of Theorem A. Let r = pq be the product of 
relatively prime positive integers. 
LEMMA (5.1). If M is any finite complex, then there is a contractible, finite-dimensional CW 
complex X containing M as a subcomplex and on which 2, acts cellularly with fixed point set 
X=7 = M. 
Proof. A generalization of the construction due to Conner and Floyd in [6], as described by 
Bredon[3, pp. 974-621, provides a contractible, countable, finite-dimensional CW complex Y on 
which Z, acts cellularly with fixed point set a subcomplex homeomorphic toM X [O, ~1). Just let X 
be the result of collapsing M x [O, m) to M = M x 0. 0 
Remark (5.2). Analyzing the construction in [3, pp. 58-621, we see that dim X = dim M + 5, 
dim X20 = dim X’Q = dim M + 3. 
The following result now completes the proof of Theorem A. 
PROPOSITION (5.3). Let M be a closed stably complex smooth n-manifold. If p and q are 
sujiciently large distinct primes, then M is the fixed poinr set of a smooth i!,-action (r = pq) on 
some euclidean space. 
Proof. Let X be the Z,-complex provided by (5.1). By (4.1) and (4.5) it suffices to find a 
Z,-bundle 5 over X such that the bundle Fix (Z,, t/M) is stably equivalent to TV. (If M is not 
connected our construction will satisfy the hypotheses of (4.4).) 
Consider the universal Z,-space E, (a contractible CW complex on which Z, operates 
freely). We explicitly choose E, to be the direct limit of (2k - I)-spheres EPk on which Z, acts 
freely. Similarly we have the universal Z,-space E, = limit EQk. 
k-a 
Then Z, acts on the join M*EPk*E,‘, a (4k - I)-connected complex with fixed point set M. 
For k suflkiently large, obstruction theory shows there is an equivariant map 
X+ M*EPk*E,’ 
extending the identity on M. (By (5.2) 2k > n + 2 suffices.) This map is obtained by first defining 
X2,+ M*Eqk and 
Xzq + M*E,’ and 
then extending to all of X. Thus, by pulling back, it suffices to find a Z,-bundle 5 over M*EPk*Eqk 
such that Fix (Z,, {JM) is stably equivalent o TM. 
NOW &(M)=K(M)@ R(Z.)=K(M)@ R(Z,)@R(Z,) and we may identify 
R(Z,)=Z[t]/(l -t”) and 
R(Z,)=Z[s]/(l-s’). 
Then we may consider the virtual Z,-bundle TM @ (I- t)” @ (1 - s)’ in K=,(M). We claim this 
bundle extends to a virtual Z,-bundle in Kz,(M*E,**Et). 
We first extend 7M @ (I- t)” over M*EPk. Consider the pushout diagram 
M*E,’ - cone (M) x EPk 
Mxcone(EPk)-MxE,,’ 
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and the corresponding exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence in equivariant K-theory: 
&, (M*E,‘) --, K*, (M) @ IL, us’) + KG tM x Epk)- 
Thus an element in K=,(M) extends to one in Kz, (M*E,“) if and only if its image in 
Kz,(M x E,‘) lies in the image of Kz,(EPk). 
Now the map from K=,(M) = K(M) @ R(Z,,) to Kz,(M x E,*) factors through the natural 
map 
By (2.1) Kz,(EPk) = R(Z,)/(l -r>*. Thus To @ (1 -t)* goes to zero in Kz,(M x EPk), and hence 
extends to an element q E K=,(M*E,,‘). 
Next consider the element q @ (1 - s)~ in K=,(M*E,*) = Kz, (M*EPk) @ R (Z,). Arguing as 
before this element must extend to some ~1 in Kz,(M*EPk*E,k). Moreover, p[h4 = 
rM @ (1 - t)* @ (1 - s)*, proving the claim. 
It only remains to convert the virtual bundle p into an actual Z,-bundle 5 and to verify that 
Fix (Z,, 51M) is stably isomorphic to Q. To do this recall that any complex representation p 
determines a Z,-bundle over M which we also denote by p. Choose p so that 5 = p @ p 
represents an actual bundle. Then, stably, Fix (Z, 51M) is Fix (p[M), which is given by 
(coefficient of sot0 = 1 in (1- t)‘(l -s)‘) - m. But if we choose p > k and q > k, this coefficient 
must be 1. Cl 
Remark (5.4). Analyzing the above proof we see that it suffices to choose p and q so that each 
is bigger than [(n + 3)/2], the greatest integer in (n + 3)/2. Moreover, p and q do not need to be 
primes, only to be relatively prime. 
Remark (5.5). There are other ways to produce such Z,-bundles 5 over X. In particular, if M 
is stably parallelizable, then there is no restriction on the choice of p and q, for we may simply 
take [ to correspond to a representation of Z, 
86. REPRESENTATIONS AT FIXED POINTS 
In this section we modify the argument of 55 to produce a smooth action on euclidean space 
having two isolated fixed points at which the induced representations differ, proving Theorem B. 
Proof of Theorem B. Let I = pq where p and q are relatively prime. We may assume that 
p < q. Let M = {x0,x,} consist of two points and let X > M be the contractible Z.-complex 
given by (5.1). As noted in (5.2) we may assume that dim X 5 5 and dim Xzp = dim X2* I 3. 
As in the proof of (5.3), obstruction theory shows there is an equivariant map 
X --, M*E,**E, 
extending the identity on M. (Recall that E,* and E,* are 3-spheres, o that M*E,* and M*E,* are 
4-spheres.) 
We identify K=,(M) with R(Z,)@R(Z,)=(R(Z,)@R(Z,))@(R(Z,)@R(Z,)) and 
R(Z,)=Z[t]/(l- t”) and R(Z,)=Z[sl/(l-s’). 
There will be two cases to consider, depending on whether or not q = 3. (If q = 3 then 
necessarily p = 2.) 
Ifq~3let~bethevirtualZ.-bundleoverMgivenby((1-t)2~(1-s)2,(1-t)2~(1-s)“); 
ifq=3let~‘bethevirtualZ,-bundleoverMgivenby((1-t)2~(1-s)2,(1-t)2~~(l-s)2). 
Arguing as in (5.3) 5 and 5’ extend to virtual Z,-bundles on M*E,**E,’ and hence to virtual 
Z.-bundles p and k’ on X. 
Let p and p’ be complex representations sothat b = p @ p and 5’ = CL’ @ p’ correspond to 
actual Z,-bundles on X. According to (4.4), to apply (4.1) we just need to verify that for k = p, q, r 
Fix (Zk; [1x0) and Fix (zk; [lx,) have the same dimension (similarly for 5’1x0 and 5’1~~). 
For k = p or q this follows since Fix (zk, pJxo) and Fix (if,, plx,) are both 0, so that 
Fix (Zk, ~/x0) and Fix (zk, (‘lx,) are each given by Fix (zk, p). A similar observation applies to P’, 
l’, and p’. 
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To check the required equalities when k = r, it also suffices to check that Fix (Z,, /.L~xo) and 
Fix (Z,, FIX,), respectively, Fix (Z., p’IxO) and Fix (Z,, ~‘lx,), have the same dimension. If p > 2, 
so that q > 3, we multiply out (1 - t)'(l - s)~ and (1 - t)‘(l - s)~ and find that the coefficient of 
soto is one in each case. If p = 2 and q > 3, some collapsing occurs and the coefficient of sofa is 
twoineachcase.Ifp=2andq=3wemultiplyout(1-t)2(1-s)2and(1-t)Zs(l-s)2andfind 
that the coefficient of soto is two in each case, as desired. 
Therefore we may apply (4.1) to obtain a Z, action on euclidean space so that the induced 
representations at x0 and x1 are given by Fix’(Z,, [1x0) and Fix’(Z., Ilxl), respectively (see 
Remark (4.3)); a similar statement holds for 5’. (Perhaps we have to add a copy of the same 
representation to each of these.) And these are clearly distinct representations. 0 
Remark. Theorem B can be generalized by replacing M = {x0, xl} by any stably parallelizable 
n-manifold consisting of a finite number of components. 
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